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This Article investigates dissipative preparation of entangled non-equilibrium steady states
(NESS). We construct a collision model where the open system consists of two qubits which are
coupled to heat reservoirs with different temperatures. The baths are modeled by sequences of
qubits interacting with the open system. The model can be studied in different dynamical regimes:
with and without environmental memory effects. We report that only a certain bath temperature
range allows for entangled NESS. Furthermore, we obtain minimal and maximal critical values for
the heat current through the system. Surprisingly, quantum memory effects play a crucial role in
the long time limit. First, memory effects broaden the parameter region where quantum correlated
NESS may be dissipatively prepared and, secondly, they increase the attainable concurrence. Most
remarkably, we find a heat current range that does not only allow, but even guarantees that the
NESS is entangled. Thus, the heat current can witness entanglement of non-equilibrium steady
states.

I. INTRODUCTION

Entanglement is one of the key resources for quantum
information processing and quantum technologies [1]. It
is known to be a fragile property of multipartite quantum
states which is easily lost due to thermal fluctuations or
decoherence emerging from the unavoidable coupling of
the system of interest to external degrees of freedom. One
may try to counteract the dissipative effecs to protect the
fragile quantum properties [2, 3] or utilize them as a part
of the state preparation procedure [4–15].

In this Article, we investigate quantum correlations
in dissipatively prepared non-equilibrium steady states
(NESS). While the field of equilibrium quantum ther-
modynamics is well established [16, 17], non-equilibrium
thermodynamics is rapidly developing. Concepts such as
quantum fluctuation theorems [18–23], thermodynamic
uncertainty relations [24–27], and quantum heat en-
gines [28–34] but also the basic definitions of work and
heat in quantum systems and the fundamental differ-
ences from their classical counterparts are still under de-
bate [35–40].

One way to prepare a non-equilibrium steady state is
to couple an open system to two heat reservoirs with
differing temperatures and letting the open system re-
lax. Due to the temperature difference of the heat reser-
voirs, a typical characteristic of the NESS is a persistent
heat current through the open system [41–43]. We in-
vestigate such a scenario by coupling an open quantum
system, consisting of two qubits, to a hot and a cold
thermal reservoir. We use collision models, which have
become a very popular tool to analyze open quantum
system dynamics in recent years [44–49]. They provide
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a transparent approach for describing the dynamics of
quantum correlations between the open system and its
environment [50–52], which is particularly interesting for
the understanding of non-Markovian quantum dynam-
ics [53–55]. Another growing field of applications for col-
lision models are quantum transport phenomena, which
also include energy transport due to heat currents [56–
60].

In this Article, we especially study how memory ef-
fects in the relaxation dynamics influence the quantum
correlations of the NESS. In general, the occurrence of
entanglement in the NESS is restricted to certain tem-
perature regions of the heat baths and requires a critical
minimal heat current, as reported in [59]. However, in
our model also a maximal critical value for the heat cur-
rent exists, beyond which the NESS is necessarily sepa-
rable again. We find that memory effects increase these
parameter regions, thus, allowing for a build-up of entan-
glement for temperatures and heat currents which would
always lead to a separable NESS in the memoryless case.
This allows to certify memory effects in the relaxation
dynamics from the steady state properties of the system.
Analyzing the relation between the heat current and the
maximal possible concurrence in the NESS, we observe
a further surprising feature emerging from the memory
effects. Namely, certain heat current values do not only
allow, but even guarantee that the corresponding NESS
is entangled.

The outline of the remainder of this Article is the fol-
lowing. In Sec. II we describe our collision model. Then
in Sec. III we analyze the memoryless case. Memory
effects are included in Sec. IV before we study the rela-
tion between entanglement and heat current in Sec. V.
In Sec. VI we comment on the non-Markovianity of the
quantum dynamics generated by the model. We present
our final conclusions in Sec. VII.
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II. COLLISION MODEL

In this work, we investigate a two-qubit system S =
S1 +S2 with Hamiltonian HS = ω

2 (σS1z +σS2z ) which cou-
ples to two thermal reservoirs B1 and B2 with tempera-
tures T1 and T2. In the framework of collision models,
the reservoirs are modeled as products of qubit subenvi-
ronments where each subenvironment interacts only once
with the system (see Fig. 1). By Bn1,2 we denote the
nth subenvironment in B1 or B2, respectively. The local
Hamiltonian for each subenvironmental qubit is given by
HBn

1,2
= ω

2 σz. The subenvironments are initially in a

thermal state ξ1,2 = 1
2 (1 + z1,2 σz), where z1,2 ∈ [−1, 0]

are temperature parameters related to the Boltzmann
factor of the respective temperatures T1 and T2 [61]:

z =
1− e

ω
kBT

1 + e
ω

kBT
. (1)

A value of z = −1 corresponds to T = 0 K, while z = 0
is equivalent to T → ∞. Thus, the state of each suben-
vironment before the collision is given by

ξ = ξ1 ⊗ ξ2 =
1

2
(1 + z1 σz)⊗

1

2
(1+ z2 σz). (2)

For z1,2 ∈ (0, 1] the subenvironment qubit is in a popu-
lation inverted state and we call such a state an inverted
thermal state in this Article.

We additionally introduce two memory qubitsM1 and
M2 which are not discarded in between the collisions
and, thus, allow information to propagate over the se-
quence of system-bath interactions. Each collision model
step consists of an inner-system transformation mediated
by U, which is followed by an interaction between each
of the system qubits with its respective bath. With a
probability (1− p), the subenvironmental qubit Bni cou-
ples directly via Wi to the system qubit Si. With a
probability p, Bni couples via W̃i to the respective mem-
ory qubit Mi, which then interacts via the operation Yi
with Si. Thus, the model effectively describes a situa-
tion where each system qubit is damped by two baths,
one with and one without memory. The parameter p can
tune the relative weight between these different damping
channels. For p = 1, this model is equivalent to the colli-
sion model presented in Ref. [53], where system environ-
ment correlations are propagated by swapping the ”col-
lided” and ”fresh” subenvironment in between system-
environment interactions. In the context of dissipative
entanglement generation a similar model has been stud-
ied in Ref. [62, 63]. For p > 0, the collision model is
closely related to the models presented in Refs. [64, 65],
where the swapping is done probabilistically.

The interactions are given by the excitation number

Figure 1. Sketch of the collision model. The two-qubit sys-
tem S1 + S2 couples to a sequence of hot and cold reservoir
subenvironments (B1,2). Dotted lines show possible interac-
tions. The interaction between S and B can be either direct
(with probability (1−p)) or mediated by memory qubitsM1,2

(with probability p).

conserving unitary operators

U = US1S2 = e−iΩ∆t[σ+⊗σ− +σ−⊗σ+],

Wi = WBiSi = e−i
√

Γi∆t[σ+⊗σ− +σ−⊗σ+],

W̃i = W̃BiMi
= e−i

√
Γi∆t[σ+⊗σ− +σ−⊗σ+],

Yi = YSiMi = e−iΥi∆t[σ+⊗σ− +σ−⊗σ+],

(3)

where Ω,Γ1,2,Υ1,2 are the respective coupling strengths
and ∆t is the duration of one collision. The probability
that one of the two system qubits couples via the memory
qubit in a given collision model step is independent from
the type of interaction that is undergone by the other
qubit. We, thus, have four possible one-step maps for
the evolution of the joint state ρSM of the system and
the memory qubits. We define the operators

T1 = W̃1Y1W̃2Y2U,

T3 = W̃1Y1W2U,

T2 = W1W2U,

T4 = W1W̃2Y2U,
(4)

where T1 describes the coupling via both memory qubits,
T2 the direct coupling between system and the reservoirs
and the T3,4 describe the scenarios, in which one system
qubit couples directly to the reservoir while the other one
couples via its memory qubit. The four one-step maps
are, thus, given by

Ei[ρSM] = TrB[Ti(ρSM ⊗ ξ)T†i ]. (5)

Therefore, the one step map for the evolution of ρSM is
the statistical mixture

ρn+1
SM = E [ρnSM], (6)

E = p2E1 + (1− p)2E2 + p(1− p)[E3 + E4]. (7)

The model is, by construction, discrete in time. How-
ever, the different scaling in ∆t in Eq. (3) is chosen such
that a time-continuous limit of the dynamics can be de-
rived [44]. By expanding the map in Eq. (6) up to first or-
der in ∆t and taking the limit ∆t→ 0, we obtain the fol-
lowing 4-qubit Gorini-Kossakowski-Sudarshan-Lindblad
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(GKSL) master equation governing the dynamics of sys-
tem and memory together [66, 67]:

ρ̇SM(t) = −i[ΩσS1S2int + p

2∑
k=1

Υkσ
SkMk

int , ρSM(t)]

+(1− p)
2∑
k=1

Γk
(
z−k D[σ-

Sk ] + z+
k D[σ+

Sk ]
)
ρSM(t)

+p

2∑
k=1

Γk
(
z−k D[σ-

Mk ] + z+
k D[σ+

Mk ]
)
ρSM(t)

= LSM [ρSM(t)] . (8)

with z±k = (1±zk)/2, D[A]ρ = AρA†− 1
2 (A†Aρ+ρA†A),

σint = (σ+⊗σ- +σ-⊗σ+) and the superscripts indicate
the subsystems on which the operators act. We note
that, in accordance with the fermionic nature of a qubit
bath, the rates z±k agree with the dissipation rates for a
fermionic reservoir, i.e., z+ = nF and z− = 1−nF , where
nF is the Fermi-Dirac distribution.

III. MEMORYLESS CASE

We first consider the memoryless scenario (p = 0), i.e.,
the system qubits always couple directly to the reservoir
subenvironments by the unitary transformations W1 and
W2 and the memory qubitsM1 andM2 are not involved
in the interaction. A similar model has been studied
earlier, for example, in Refs. [59, 68].

The dynamics of the system alone is given by the
GKSL master equation

ρ̇S(t) =− iΩ[σ+ ⊗ σ− + σ− ⊗ σ+, ρS(t)]

+ Γ1(z−1 D[σ− ⊗ 1] + z+
1 D[σ+ ⊗ 1])ρS(t)

+ Γ2(z−2 D[1⊗ σ−] + z+
2 D[1⊗ σ+])ρS(t)

=L [ρS(t)] . (9)

As a consequence of Eq. (9), the evolution of the system
reads

ρS(t) = e(t−t0)L[ρS(t0)], (10)

with the generator L. For the further treatment of the
problem, we introduce the ratios γ1,2 between the system-
bath and the inner-system coupling:

γ1,2 = Γ1,2/Ω. (11)

A. Steady state

The steady state ρ∞S of the open system satisfies

L[ρ∞S ] = 0. (12)

It follows directly from the form of the generator L in
Eq. (9), that this steady state only depends on the two

ratios γ1,2. For γ1,2 > 0, the system has a unique steady
state ρ∞S (z1,2, γ1,2) which is reached in the limit t→∞.
This steady state can be written as

ρ∞S = ρ∞S1 ⊗ ρ
∞
S2 + χ, (13)

with the local reduced states of the two qubits ρ∞S1,2 and

the matrix

χ =

−η
2 0 0 0

0 η2 iη 0
0 −iη η2 0
0 0 0 −η2

 , (14)

with the real valued function

η = (z1 − z2)
γ1γ2

(γ1 + γ2)(γ1γ2 + 4)
. (15)

χ describes the correlations arising between the two sub-
systems in the computational basis. We find that in the
steady state regime the local states of the two system
qubits are thermal states themselves:

ρ∞S1,2 = TrS2,1 [ρ∞S ] =
1

2
(1+ s1,2 σz). (16)

The parameters s1,2 given by

s1 = z1 − 4
η

γ1
, s2 = z2 + 4

η

γ2
, (17)

describe the temperatures of the individual qubits S1 and
S2. For z1 ≶ z2 (i.e., T1 ≶ T2) a temperature gradient
can be observed:

z1 ≶ s1 ≶ s2 ≶ z2. (18)

As can be directly seen from the equations above, for
z1 = z2 no correlations build up and the steady state is
just the thermalized product state

ρ∞S (z1 = z2) = ξ1 ⊗ ξ1 = ξ2 ⊗ ξ2. (19)

Another limit is reached for γ1, γ2 � 1 (i.e., the system-
bath coupling is much stronger than the inner-system
coupling), in which case we observe η → 0 and

ρ∞S (γ1, γ2 � 1) ≈ ξ1 ⊗ ξ2. (20)

Although this might be an expected result, it interest-
ingly still holds if just one of the two system-bath cou-
plings is chosen to be much stronger than the inner-
system coupling, in which case not just the strongly cou-
pled qubit almost thermalizes with its bath, but also the
state of the second system qubit shifts towards the ther-
mal state of the subenvironment it couples to.

B. Heat current

Due to the coupling of the two-qubit open system to
thermal reservoirs, heat is transferred between the baths
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and the system. As pointed out in Ref. [69], the heat
exchanged between the system and the reservoirs during
one collision can be seen as the energy change in the
subenvironment qubits taking part in the interaction.

We note that defining the heat current as an observable
on the bath qubits is conceptually different from a heat
current definition based on the dissipators of the master
equation. While being quantitatively equivalent, the lat-
ter case, in general, would not be an observable. For the
remainder of this Article a measurable heat current is,
however, crucial in order to establish a connection with
the entanglement in the NESS. Therefore, we make use
of the collision model, which transparently includes the
baths, to introduce the heat current as follows.

With the Hamiltonian HBn
1

for the n-th qubit in B1

and the operator T2 in Eq. (4), the change of energy in
B1 during the n-th interaction with the system is given
by

∆En1 = Tr
[
HBn

1
(Λn[ξn1 ]− ξn1 )

]
, (21)

with

Λn[ξn1 ] = TrS,B2
[T2(ρn−1

S ⊗ ξn)T†2] (22)

being the quantum channel for the nth environmental
qubit interacting with the system. When the system
has reached the steady state ρ∞S we find in the time-
continuous limit

lim
∆t→0

∆E∞1
∆t

=
˙̃
Q1 = −2

(z1 − z2)ωΩ γ1γ2

(γ1 + γ2)(γ1γ2 + 4)

= −2ωΩ η.

(23)

Analogously, we find for B2

˙̃
Q2 = − ˙̃

Q1. (24)

Throughout the rest of the Article we analyze the scaled
heat current

Q̇ =
˙̃
Q

ωΩ
. (25)

From Eqns. (23) and (24) we can immediately see
that the heat current follows the temperature gradient
between the two baths (i.e., Q̇1 ≶ 0 for T1 ≷ T2) and
grows with increasing temperature difference between the
two baths as we would expect. The largest heat current
between the two baths is achieved for γ1 = γ2 = 2, i.e.,
the case in which the coupling between the system qubits
and the respective reservoirs is twice as strong as the
inner-system coupling:∣∣Q̇∣∣

max
=

∣∣∣∣14 (z1 − z2)

∣∣∣∣. (26)

In analogy to Sec. III A, we can also observe that for
γ1 � 1 the value of

∣∣Q̇∣∣
max

decreases as 1/γ1, leading to
a heat insulating effect for the two qubit system. The
same result holds for γ2 � 1.

C. Steady state entanglement of the system

The matrix χ in Sec. III A describes the correlations
between the two open system qubits. Naturally, the ques-
tion arises under which circumstances the two qubits are
entangled in the steady state.

As can be seen from Eqns. (13) and (14), the steady
state of the two-qubit system is an X-state with ρ14 =
ρ41 = 0. Thus, the concurrence of the steady state is
given by [70]

C = 2 ·max{0, |ρ23| −
√
ρ11ρ44}, (27)

and is a function of the temperatures z1,2 and the cou-
pling parameters γ1,2. In order to investigate which bath
temperatures lead to an entangled NESS, we numeri-
cally optimize γ1,2 to find the maximum concurrence
Cmax for given values z1,2. The results are visualized
in Fig. 2. The hatched area corresponds to the region
in which the environmental baths are in thermal states
(z1,2 ∈ [−1, 0]), while in the non-hatched area at least
one of the reservoirs consists of qubits in inverted ther-
mal states (with zi ∈ (0, 1]).

Figure 2. Largest possible concurrence in the steady state for
given z1,2. The black line corresponds to the boundary for
pairs (z1, z2) for which Cmax = 0. For each pair of bath tem-
peratures z1 and z2 the coupling parameters are numerically
optimized to achieve the maximum concurrence. The hatched
area highlights the region in which the bath qubits ξ1, ξ2 are
in thermal states.

We find that steady state entanglement can be created
for all pairs (z1, z2) satisfying

z1z2 +

√
9

8
|z1 − z2| > 1. (28)

Thus, above (below) the boundary

zhigh,low
2 =

4± 3
√

2 z1

4 z1 ± 3
√

2
(29)
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the values of γ1 and γ2 can be chosen such that the NESS
is entangled (see Fig. 2). The parameters yielding the
boundary Cmax = |ρ23| −

√
ρ11ρ44 = 0 are given by

γhigh,low
1 =

2√
2± z1

, γhigh,low
2 = 4

√
2− γhigh,low

1 . (30)

In the next Section we will see that memory effects in the
relaxation dynamics can increase the correlations in the
NESS.

IV. COUPLING WITH MEMORY

In what follows, the memory qubits M1,2 are taken
into account in the collision model (p > 0). We will in-
vestigate to what extent dynamical memory effects have
an influence on the entanglement in the non-equilibrium
steady state of our heat transport model. As shown ear-
lier, entanglement in the NESS is only possible in a cer-
tain temperature regime. As we will see, memory effects
can increase the parameter region where entanglement
can occur.

For p > 0 the dynamics of the open system, in gen-
eral, cannot be described by a GKSL master equation
but could be obtained from the 4-qubit evolution of S
and M by tracing out the memory qubits

ρS(t) = TrM[ρSM(t)]. (31)

Here, we are only interested in the steady state. There-
fore, we compute the steady state ρ∞SM of the 4-qubit
GKSL dynamics (Eq. (8)) and recover the system steady
state as ρ∞S = TrM[ρ∞SM]. A closed analytical solution
cannot be given for an arbitrary choice of the model pa-
rameters and, thus, the results for the case with memory
have been evaluated numerically.

A. Steady state entanglement

In analogy to the approach in Sec. III C, we analyze
the entanglement that can be generated between the two
qubits S1 and S2 in the steady state regime. By optimiz-
ing the coupling parameters

γ1,2 = Γ1,2/Ω, υ1,2 = Υ1,2/Ω, (32)

to maximize the concurrence between S1 and S2 for
a fixed pair of environmental temperature parameters
(z1, z2), we obtain Fig. 3. We observe that the region
of pairs (z1, z2) in which entanglement can be created
(Cmax > 0) monotonically increases with p. The value
of the concurrence achievable for a fixed pair (z1, z2)
is higher than in the case of the memoryless coupling
(Fig. 2) considered before. In fact, for all pairs (z1, z2),
the reachable entanglement Cmax between the two system
qubits grows also monotonically with p and is maximal
for p = 1. Thus, the entanglement in the steady state can

witness memory effects in the environment if the concur-
rence reaches values beyond the limit attainable by the
memoryless scenario.

�1.0 �0.5 0.0 0.5 1.0
z1

�1.0

�0.5

0.0

0.5

1.0

z 2

Memoryless limit, p = 0

p = 0.5

p = 0.8

p = 1

0.0

0.1

0.2

0.3

0.4

C
m

a
x

Figure 3. The dashed lines indicate how the boundary of the
region where entangled NESS are feasible changes with the
memory parameter p. The density plot of the maximum con-
currence Cmax corresponds to the case of full memory p = 1.
Cmax is obtained by numerically optimizing all coupling pa-
rameters in the model for the given temperatures (z1, z2).

V. RELATION BETWEEN HEAT CURRENT
AND ENTANGLEMENT

We have seen a clear connection between the reach-
able steady state entanglement Cmax and the memory
parameter p, always with respect to a fixed pair of bath
temperatures z1,2. Even though this gives insight for
which temperatures one can expect to find entanglement
in the steady state at all, the correct temperature regime
is, of course, not sufficient. For each pair of temperatures
one can always find coupling parameters which lead to a
separable steady state (e.g., by setting γ1,2 →∞).

Therefore, in order to get a better understanding of
how the energy transport influences the quantum corre-
lations in the NESS, we will now investigate the relation
between the reachable steady state entanglement and the
heat current through the system. The definition of the
heat current is independent of the type of coupling be-
tween the baths and, therefore, allows to compare the
cases with and without memory. Moreover, in both cases
all interactions are excitation preserving. This ensures
that the different behaviour between the two cases does
not rely on some external energy input hidden in the dif-
ferent interactions.

For the memoryless case, it follows from
Eqns. (27), (23) and the form of the steady state
given by Eq. (13), that the steady state is entangled if
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0.00 0.10 0.20 0.30
0.0

0.2

C

z2 = �1

Bdy. for scenario w. memory (p = 1)

Memoryless case (p = 0)

0.00 0.10 0.20 0.30
0.0

0.2

C

z2 = �0.975

0.00 0.10 0.20 0.30

|Q̇|

0.0

0.2

C

z2 = �0.95

Figure 4. The blue area depicts all possible pairs (|Q̇|, C) of
steady state heat current vs. concurrence for a fixed pair of
temperatures in the memoryless scenario. The dashed black
line shows the boundary of the area in the case with mem-
ory (p = 1) for the respective temperatures. In all plots,
z1 = 0, while z2 ∈ {−1,−0.975,−0.95} (from top to bottom).
The red tick on the abscissa denotes the maximal heat cur-
rent |Q̇|max which can be obtained for the respective choice
of temperatures in the memoryless scenario (cf. Eq. (26)). It
is important to note that there are always states with C = 0
for all 0 ≤ |Q̇| ≤ |Q̇|max.

and only if

|Q̇| > 2
√
ρ11ρ44. (33)

This condition was firstly introduced in Ref. [59]. It
provides a necessary and sufficient criterion for steady
state entanglement, provided one has full knowledge of
the temperatures and coupling parameters. In particular,
entangled steady states require a non-zero heat flow. In
this section, we analyze relations between heat flow and
entanglement that can be observed without any knowl-
edge of the coupling parameters of the system.

A. Critical heat current

To understand which amount of concurrence C can
be obtained for a given heat current |Q̇|, we scan the
steady states for a large set of coupling parameters
γ1,2 ∈ (0, 1000] and for fixed temperatures z1 = 0 and
z2 ∈ {−1,−0.975,−0.95}. The solid blue area in Fig. 4

shows which concurrences can be obtained in a memory-
less scenario. For comparison, the dashed line gives the
boundary for the case with maximal memory (p = 1).
As we might expect already from previous considera-
tions, the memory effects enlarge the region that supports
NESS which are entangled.

�1.00 �0.99 �0.98 �0.97 �0.96 �0.95 �0.94
z2

0.00

0.05

0.10

0.15

0.20

0.25

|Q̇
|

|Q̇|critmax

|Q̇|critmin

Figure 5. Critical heat current values as a function of z2 for
fixed z1 = 0 in the memoryless case. The hatching depicts
the region for which we can potentially find entangled steady
states.

For a given pair of temperatures, there are critical val-
ues |Q̇|crit

min and |Q̇|crit
max that constrain the heat current for

which entanglement can form. In general, these thresh-
olds differ from the extremal heat currents

∣∣Q̇∣∣
min

= 0

and
∣∣Q̇∣∣

max
(see Eq. (26)). In Fig. 5 we plot the critical

values for the memoryless case in dependence of the tem-
perature z2 for a fixed temperature z1 = 0. It is worth
noting, that the condition

|Q̇|crit
min < |Q̇| < |Q̇|crit

max (34)

establishes a necessary, but not sufficient criterion for
steady state entanglement. However, the boundaries de-
pend solely on the bath temperatures and not on the
coupling parameters.

B. Heat current as a witness for entanglement

The area in the C(|Q̇|) plot (Fig. 4) depends on the
choice of the temperatures z1,2 and is maximized for the
largest possible temperature difference. In Fig. 6 we plot
C(|Q̇|) again for the maximal thermal temperature dif-
ference (z1 = −1, z2 = 0) in comparison to the non-
thermal case (z1 = −1, z2 = +1) for couplings with and
without memory. The non-thermal curve in Fig. 6 a)
(memoryless scenario) shows an overhang. Thus, there
are heat current values which can only be obtained if the
corresponding non-equilibrium steady state is entangled.
However, it has to be noted that the second bath is not
in a thermal but in an inverted thermal state.

Fig. 6 b), where we consider the coupling with mem-
ory (p = 1), shows interesting details. The curves look
similar to the memoryless case but the heat current re-
gion for which entanglement is possible increases and the
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0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7
0.0

0.2

0.4

C

a) Memoryless (p = 0)

0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7

|Q̇|

0.0

0.2

0.4

C

b) Memory (p = 1)

Numerical bdy.

Analyt. bdy. (cf. caption)

Non-thermal

Thermal

Figure 6. C(|Q̇|) areas for a) the memoryless scenario and
b) coupling with memory. The blue area corresponds to the

(|Q̇|, C)-values that can be reached by steady states when
coupled to thermal environments (z1 = 0, z2 = −1), while
the orange area depicts the points that are obtained when
the system couples to a thermal and an inverted thermal
environment (z1 = 1, z2 = −1). The hatching in b) high-
lights the region where an overhang exists in the thermal
regime. The corresponding heat current interval ensures en-
tanglement in the system. The solid black boundary is given
by |Q̇| = 1

5
(1 + 4C∓

√
1− 2C − 4C2). The dotted black lines

are numerical boundaries obtained by finding the extremal
values of C for a fixed |Q̇|.

reachable concurrence is higher, as could be expected al-
ready from the results of Sec. III. Most remarkably, the
overhang now also shows up for the thermal case (both
heat reservoirs in thermal states). This means that there
is a certain range for the heat current which guarantees
that the steady state of the system is entangled. An
experimentally measurable heat current could, therefore,
witness entanglement in the system if this suitable inter-
val is reached. The blue area in Fig. 6 b) only shows the
case of a maximal thermal temperature spread, where the
overhang becomes most visible. However, the respective
C(|Q̇|) areas for smaller temperature differences always
lie inside the boundary of the maximal case, ensuring
that a heat current in the overhang range is an entan-
glement witness independently of the concrete choice of
temperatures.

Crucially, the heat current can only serve as an en-
tanglement witness if it can be measured by an observ-
able. This is the case in our collision model setup which
explicitly includes the baths. In a master equation ap-
proach, solely defined on the system, the heat current
is in general not an observable and, therefore, could not

constitute such a witness.

VI. ON THE DIVISIBILITY OF THE
DYNAMICS

Memory effects are often related to a non-Markovian
behavior of the open quantum system dynamics. Even
though we mainly study the influence of memory effects
on the steady state properties of the system, we would
like to comment on the non-Markovianity of the quantum
dynamics that lead to these steady states. In particu-
lar we provide numerical evidence that the steady states
with the maximal entanglement for given temperatures
are always reached by non-divisible quantum dynamics.

Non-Markovianity is usually studied as a transient
phenomenon. Several nonequivalent criteria for non-
Markovian quantum dynamics have been proposed in the
literature [71–73]. We will focus here on the geometrical
P-divisibility criterion introduced in Ref. [74] because of
its numerical stability for the given data.

A quantum dynamical map Λt : ρ(0)→ ρ(t) = Λt[ρ(0)]
is called CP-divisible if it can be decomposed as

Λt = Λt,sΛs, (35)

where the two-times map Λt,s = ΛtΛ
−1
s is completely

positive and trace-preserving (CPT) for all s < t. If Λt,s
is positive but not completely positive for some values t, s
then the dynamics is said to be P-divisible. A dynamical
map Λt is indivisible if it is not P-divisible.

P-divisibility is characterized by a monotonic decrease
of the state space volume reachable by the dynamics [74].
A density operator ρ of a d-dimensional quantum system
can be decomposed as

ρ =

d2−1∑
i=0

Tr[ρGi]Gi =

d2−1∑
i=0

~riGi, (36)

where the G1,...,d2−1 are the Hermitian and traceless gen-

erators of the group SU(d) and G0 = 1/
√
d. The vector

~r can be seen as a generalized Bloch vector. The map Λt
can then be written in the basis {Gi}, acting on ~r as

~r(t) = F (t)~r(0), Fij(t) = Tr[Gi Λt[Gj ]], (37)

and the concatenation of maps in Eq. (35) is given by the
matrix multiplication

F (t) = F (t, s)F (s). (38)

It has been shown in Ref. [75] that the absolute value of
the determinant of a positive map F (s) can only decrease
under composition with another positive map F (t, s):

|detF (s)| ≥ |det (F (t, s)F (s)) | = |detF (t)|. (39)

Thus, if the dynamics is P-divisible (i.e., F (t, s) is posi-
tive for all t > s) then |detF (t)| can only decrease over
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time. An increase of |detF (t)| indicates that the dynam-
ics is not P-divisible and, therefore, also not CP-divisible.

Based on this observation, the following measure for
non-divisibility has been proposed in Ref. [74]:

N =

∫
∂
∂t | detF (t)|>0

∂

∂t
|detF (t)| dt. (40)

Figure 7. For the optimized coupling parameters that lead
to the highest steady state entanglement Cmax for a given
temperature pair (z1, z2) we plot the non-divisibility N of
the associated quantum dynamics in the memory case p = 1.
The dynamics which lead to the maximal entanglement Cmax

in the NESS are always non-divisible. However, the non-
divisibility N is not monotonically related to the maximal
concurrence Cmax as can been seen by a comparison with
Fig. 3. The spread of N over several orders of magnitude
is related to the fact that | detF (t)| typically decays expo-
nentially over time [74]. The magnitude of N then strongly
depends on where the time range with ∂

∂t
| detF (t)| > 0 is sit-

uated with respect to the time scale of the decaying dynamics
which, in turn, depends on the interplay of the different cou-
pling parameters in the model.

Using the non-divisibility measure N we numerically
analyze the dynamics generated by our model with mem-
ory:

Λt[ρ] = TrM
[
etLSM [ξ1 ⊗ ρ⊗ ξ2]

]
, (41)

with the generator LSM as defined in Eq. (8).
First of all one should note that a collision model with

memory effects (i.e., p > 0 in our setup) does not guar-
antee non-divisible dynamics. Even in the case p = 1
the resulting dynamics can be divisible depending on the
choice of the coupling parameters. This is an expected
behavior and well described in the literature [53, 76].

To make the connection to the main question of this
paper, namely the entanglement generation in the steady
state, we focus here on the dynamics which induce the
maximal possible concurrence Cmax in the NESS for

given temperatures (z1, z2). We can numerically verify
that the optimized parameters found in Sec. IV A, i. e,
those that generate maximal entanglement Cmax, always
lead to N > 0. In other words, the maximal steady state
entanglement is reached through indivisible dynamics.

In Fig. 7 we show N for the temperature region
where the NESS of the dynamics is entangled (Cmax >
0). While the temperature pairs with maximal non-
divisibility (z1 = ±1, z2 = ∓1) agree with those that
reach the maximal Cmax, there is in general no mono-
tonic relation between N and Cmax as one can see by
comparing Fig. 7 to Fig. 3. In particular, the maximal
thermal temperature spread (z1 = −1, z2 = 0) shows a
rather low N whereas the associated Cmax at this point
is maximal for the thermal regime.

We can state that our model is able to generate non-
Markovian quantum dynamics and that maximal entan-
glement in the NESS even requires the dynamics to be
indivisible. However, a clear relation between transient
non-Markovianity and steady state quantities such as
quantum correlations in the NESS is missing to date and
this interesting question needs further investigation.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

In this Article we investigate the heat flow through a
two-qubit open quantum system which is in contact with
two heat reservoirs at different temperatures. Using a
collision model approach, we consider different types of
couplings between the system and the baths, implement-
ing dynamics with and without memory effects.

The focus of our work lies on the entanglement content
of non-equilibrium steady states of the open quantum
system. We show that entanglement can only persist
for a certain range of reservoir temperatures. Memory
effects in the relaxation dynamics increase the tempera-
ture range allowing for entanglement. Thus, steady state
entanglement can build up for temperature pairs which
would always lead to a separable steady state in a mem-
oryless scenario. Accordingly, the occurrence of entan-
glement for those temperatures serves as a witness for
memory effects in the relaxation dynamics.

The non-equilibrium steady state, its entanglement,
and the heat current strongly depend on the concrete
choices for the several coupling parameters in the model.
For any pair of temperatures one can find coupling pa-
rameters which lead to a separable NESS. However, max-
imum entanglement and heat current are closely related
as we show in the second part of this Article. For given
temperatures, a critical minimum heat current can be
obtained which is necessary to allow steady state entan-
glement at all. Interestingly, in general, there is also an
upper critical heat current beyond which the correspond-
ing steady state is always separable.

Memory effects again broaden the range between the
lower and upper bound. Additionally, a surprising ef-
fect becomes visible in this scenario. For heat current
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values close to the upper critical limit, steady state en-
tanglement is not only possible but even necessary. Thus,
observing suitable heat currents in such systems guaran-
tees an entangled steady state irrespective of any details
about the couplings involved.

The dynamics which lead to maximal entanglement in
the NESS are always indivisible. Thus, for this special
case we can establish a connection between a steady state
property and a dynamical characteristics. However, fur-
ther investigation is needed to gain more general insights.

Our work shows that memory effects, which are often
studied rather in the context of dynamical phenomena,

can play an important role for the build-up of quantum
correlations in non-equilibrium steady states. Especially
the heat current interval which ensures entanglement can
be interesting for dissipative preparation of entangled
states.
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